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ABSTRACT
The Adaptive Optics module for the Italian Telescopio Nazionale Galileo (TNG), namely AdOpt©TNG,
is ready to be mounted at the telescope. First light will take place with the tip—tilt loop working, about
which further laboratory test has been made during the last month. Also the speckle camera with the real
time autocorrelation feature has been completely finished and tested. The tracking system which allow to
use moving references has been completed. For what regards the higher order ioop the contracts about the
DM and the CCD controller have been succesfully concluded Moreover, the wavefront sensing unit has
been in large part built and tested in the laboratory. Details of the integration in the Nasmith Interface
carrying the CCD scientific camera and the Infrared Imager are given together with a thorough description
of the internal acceptance test of the optomechanical module comprising more than 20 motorized axes and
several functioning modes.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Adaptive Optics for the TNG telescope,1 namely AdOpt©TNG,2'10'11'12'15 is one ofthe five instruments
foreseen for the first light on the TNG telescope.3 Strictly speaking AdOpt©TNG is not a self—contained
instruments beacuse it needs the two imaging cameras (the visible and the near infrared ones) to collect
the scientific images compensated by this module. AdOpt©TNG is a rather complicated instruments
built in—house using as much as possible off—the—shelf components. In spite of this approach most of
the optomechanics has been machined esclusively for the purposes of this instrument. In order to save
money, all the optical elements have been procured by several different providers and we usually take the
responsibility for their integration and for the validation of the final design.

The decision to fully fund the AdOpt©TNG module has been taken by the Italian CRA (Council for
the Astronomical Reserch) during a meeting held in Rome, in February 2nd, 1996. Slightly more than two
years elapsed and we are now assembling the whole instrument along with a telescope simulator, on the
final optical bench that will be shipped in the next months to the Canary Island to hopefully get the first
light well before of the end of this year. In these two years we spent 9 man—years, although roughly
half of this amount is comprehensive of students that took their graduation working on some specific items
of the module. The net figure of the man—years involved in this project should be lowered by the efforts
spent to train these students to be accustomed to the general problem of Adaptive Optics and especially
to this project.

Finally, we would mention that, following our current plans, the end of the project should be reached
with a total expense of 1M$.
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The general optical layout6 can be seen in Fig.1. In this picture the whole optical bench can be seen, while
in Fig.2 one can distinguish its principal components. In order to use the same optical cameras used for
the direct imaging and to allow for the proper pupil re—imaging onto the choosen Deformable Mirror, three
requirements have been met:

S A net magnification:
an all—reflective, unobstructed relay made with two silver—coated offiaxis parabolae produces a net
magnification slightly less than a factor 3, in order to produce the proper sampling for the higher
resolution images offered by this module.

• An unchanged focal plane position:
it is easy to see that this requirement cannot be accomplished with an optical design lying in a single
plane. However, in order to keep the mechanical construction as plain as possible, we have been able
to get most of the optical path of the magnification relay at the same elevation over the optical bench
(namely 111mm). For several mechanical reasons, the elevation of the optical path for the wavefront
and tip—tilt sensing is fixed at an higher figure (see also Fig.3). However, all of the wavefront sensing
optical path runs at this fixed altitude and a single path (from the dichroic to the nut ating mirror)
moves un—parallel to the optical bench.

• A slightly changed exit pupil position:
Once the size of the pupil onto the DM is choosen (this is imposed by a choice of pupil sampling, and
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Figure 1. A picture of the AdOpt©TNG module mounted in the laboratory.

2. THE GENERAL OPTICAL LAYOUT
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Figure 2. In this drawing one can individuate most of the optical elements seen in the preceeding figure.

from the pitch of the DM adopted) and one imposes in a strict manner the Iwo preceeding condition,
there is only one choice for the arm lengths between the two off—axis parabola and the DM. In our
case, however, the largest of these distances (namely from the DM to the second off—axis parabola)
is incompatible with the mechanical constraints imposed by the geometry of the Nasmyth room.
Actually, a crane support limits the maximum distance from the elevation axis where an instrument
can deploy. In order to have an unchanged exit pupil position, one is required to introduce at least
a pair of foldings, or to drop one of the other requirements. We decided to exploit as much as
possible the space usable around the elevation axis, and to accept a slight variation of the exit pupil
position. One should keep in mind that we do not have spectrographic facility fed by the adaptive
optics module. Moreover in the infrared camera a cold stop is to be replaced in any case using the
AdOpt©TNG module because the F/ ratio changes of a factor three.

The first off—axis parabola OAP1 makes the incoming beam parallel and reform the input pupil of the
telescope onto the Deformable Mirror. A Xinetics 96 elements DM has been already delivered although in
the pictures a flat dummy mirror has been placed for the alignment operations. The beam is folded toward
the second off—axis parabola, which can be moved for independent refocussing and can also be tilted for
remote alignment purposes. The refocussed beam can be intercepted by a folding mirror to redirect it
to an on—board dedicated speckle camera, and (via a selectable choice of dichroics) toward the wavefront
sensing zone. Each of these elements can be mechanically adjusted. The dichroics wheel (designed and
built in—house) has each dichroic independently adjustable.

The first optical element encountered by the beam during its journey toward the wavefront sensing zone
is a wide field achromat lens. This lens (it is to be noted that this optical element needs its optical axis
to be tilted with respect to a parallel to the optical bench) reform a tiny (5mm in diameter) pupil onto
a nutating mirror which has been manufactured using two levered Phisike Instrumente piezo translators
with wide (1mm) travel. Together with a wire—based spring mechanism (see Fig.4) we are able to finely
redirect the incoming beam in the whole 1' x 1' field of view of the module. In this way the reference
source can be easily choosen with a given offset with respect to the science camera and, moreover, one is
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Sensing Optical Path Plane

Figure 3. The optical path lies essentially in two different planes. The passive relay is located at 112mm
over the optical bench, while the whole optical path of the wavefront sensing unit is located at the common
altitude of 168mm. Only two oblique path can be located. This approach has demonstrated very effective
during pre—alignment phases.

Figure 4. The relay mirror is able to fold the beam toward the wavefront sensor with high accuracy on
a span angle of several degrees. In this way one can select a suitbale reference within the 1' x 1' field of
view and, moreover, can program the piezos in order to track moving references, or to comply with moving
targets.
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allowed to use moving target or moving references.'6 We are currently building our own database of useful
encounters between asteroids and astronomical objects; preliminary results show that several interesting
cases can be found.

The wavefront sensing zone uses three different final detectors for the incoming starlight:

. A field camera, with an high quality ICCD with a red—enhanced photocatode.

. An APDs—based tip—tilt sensor,4'5 adopting a novel image dissector layout.14

. An EEV 80 x 80 CCD sensor coupled with a lens relay to magnify the pixel size of a factor 2.2 and
measuring the wavefront via an inter—changeable optics providing for a 4 x 4, 8 x 8 Shack—Hartmann
wavefront sensing or a pyramid—based pupil plane sensor.13

The redirection of the light between these three sensing devices is provided by a single mechanical piece
able to share the light in different modes. Almost all of the useful combinations can be remotely controlled.

Details on the speckle camera can be found elsewhere.7

Currently we are still working on the final integration of the wavefront sensing zone. Moreover a Fizeau
interferometer allowing to control the DM is just to the status of paper design. The wavefront simulator8'9
(an ambitious device able to control simultaneously ro, fG and Oo) is still to be integrated, although all
its major components (together with several Phase Changing Plates) have been already manufactured and
tested.

We would mention that we started with a very detailed optical design for the main optical relay while
most of the wavefront sensing zone has been frozen much later. When we ordered the current 1.5 x O.9m
optical bench it looked over—science. When the Fizeau interferometer and the wavefront simulator will
takes their place most of the empty space left on the bench will be interested just by science photons!

3. ELECTRONICS: CABLING AND INTEGRATION
The electronics to control the AdOpt©TNG module occupies slightly less than 50 standard unit racks.
They are subdivided into two main cases and into a smaller one. All these components are mounted
aboard the module mechanics, namely the Nasmith Interface, and rotate together with the field derotator.
Because of the on—board heat production, a long pipe allows to exhaust the hot air in a position that
should not deteriorate with local turbulence, in any of the allowed positions for the rotator—adapter unit.

One large case contains most of the electronics for the tip—tilt, optomechanical drivings and for the real
time speckle auto—correlator. The other large case contains the wavefront computer and the DM drivers.
Finally a small case holds the CCD controller system.

In Fig.5 the front of one of the large cases can be seen. The motor driving system and the speckle
real—time autocorrelator is based upon industrial PCs equipped with hardware watch—dog system and
communicating with serial links for short commands and ethernet links for large files exchange. In both
cases we took the approach to internally modify the industrial PCs to accomodate any additional electronics
rather than to have separate cases for these devices. For istance all the motors power supplies are located
within the case of the driving system.

Cabling is a tedious task for this type of integration: components that has been tested on the optical
bench requires large cabling care when their final position is fixed on the optical bench. In order to avoid
cross—talks use of shielded wires is mandatory. Minimization of plugs allows to lower the efforts to be spent
into the cabling, along with lowering the number of single point failure sources. However great care is to
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Figure 5. One of the two main rack cases. From the top to the bottoni one can recognize: the tip—tilt
mirror drive, the VME unit, the high—voltage APD power supply, the real—time speckle autocorrelator and
the motor drive unit.

be spent to identify the sectioning which allows for an easy mounting of the system at the telescope and,
at the same time, to allow each component to be tested as a single unit. In several cases some compromise
is to be accepted.

Since all the electronics are mounted aboard the telescope we took special care to avoid any spurious
light emitted by the electronics. All the lights have been linked to a dedicated switch. In this way pressing
the specific switch one may test, for istance, the working status of the power supplies and of the motors
powered at that moment.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Just in these months we are finally integrating our whole module. Our target to reconciliate flexibility,
to deal with different types of observing situations, and simplicity, in order to avoid the situation of an
extremely complicated instruments, hard to use and to mantain, has been reached probably only partially.
However, 4m class telescopes equipped with adaptive optics systems are becoming somewhat popular and
one is faced with the problem to make some specific choices in order to have a competitive instrument to
be offered to the astronomical community. Our NCS—based module incorporates a few unique capabilities:
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the built—in capability to use asteroids as reference sources and the adoption of flexible sampling of the
pupil in the wavefront sensing mode. Astronomical observations and science results coming out from this
module in the next one or two years will state firmly how much this approach has been cost—effective.
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